that were then dumped along the railroad tracks. Such rural protests had already spread across the coun-
try and convinced a majority of lawmakers to pass the Agricultural Adjustment Act—a new Farm Bill to
shift a broader public opinion.

For more of these episodes of Unity and struggle for human rights, a diverse Wisconsin coalition
organized a "Welfare Mothers" March from Milwaukee to Madison in 1980's Native Folks Under Attack
when WI farmers delivered a dozen baskets of fresh produce to their counterparts in Mississippi.

The small towns along the way - the same was true when Father Groppi and some monks from the
MS Association of Co-ops to help fund the March from Wautoma to Madison in 1980's Native Folks Under Attack.

Corporate Agribusiness Update

For the first time in their history, family farmers and farm workers, through the Farm Labor Tractorcade, the Wisconsin
Wisconsin Farmers Union standing with Voces de la Frontera in 2017 to say "No Hate in the Dairy State" and pay fair wages to prevent
abuse, and deport undocumented farm/food workers that are now such a vibrant and integral part of our society.

Corporate Agribusiness Update

The brittle vulnerability of corpo-
rate agribusiness was one of the first supply shocks felt by many as the pandemic came to grip the
world in early 2020. Streams literal-
ly ran white as farmers were forced to
dump their milk without any buy-
ers and pigs were euthanized in their pens as packing plants can-
celled their contracts, while still forcing their sick employees to show up for work or get fired.

Meanwhile, big-box retailers were rationing their inventory, limiting
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The Chefs are Stepping Up

Chefs are also stepping up to
address Pandemic food insecurity
when farms in their communities
sent up an "Adopt a Cow" donation
program, bolstered by the Wisconsin Hunger
Bottleneck, and we certainly saw
this happen across the foodshed.

With a 60% jump in Food Bank vis-
its as unemployment rates skyrock-
eted, the Wisconsin Department of
Taskforce emarked over $1 million in
scare funds toward buying milk
direct from family farmers to feed
those in need while Second Harvest
launched her own 40 Acres and a
Home and started delivering meals
to elders in the Twin Cities area, featuring
delicious indigenous ingredients.

According to Brian Yazzo, who is also
serving as a board member for a state
corporate-owned company that
protects water protectors during the Standing Rock
protest, the food is medicine.

Adrian Lipson, owner of the
Adventures inhistory Cafe in La Crosse, WI, launched her own 40 Acres and a Mule Project in March to help re-
Introduce the tradition of African-
American farming in the Driftless
Region of Southern Wisconsin.

This 19th Century hosted hundreds of black
settlers that had moved north with
hopes for a bright new life after the
Civil War. As of Sept. 2020 this
goFundMe raised nearly $50,000 to
acquire land for a just transition toward a more
diverse agriculture and greater Food Sovereignty.

Grassroots Campaigns Emerge

With millions of unemployed
renters facing eviction (and farmers confronting foreclosure), other grassroots
projects have also taken up the chal-
lege to redistribute and decom-
modify land and shelter. Grassroots
campaigns against speculative land
grabbing are gaining steam. In Sep.
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the Orange County, CA Employees Retirement System (OCERS) decid-
ed to divest $64 million from the UBS AgriVest Farmland Fund because the students, staff, and faculty at many colleges across the U.S. are con-
fronting TIAA - one of the largest pension funds and land owners in the world - on the same issue.

Therefore, whether you are preparing to join
the protests against extreme fossil fuel extraction efforts to reclaim food as a basic human right and
not leave it in the hands of the
hunger industrial complex there is
certainly a defensive climate justice
effort to support food sovereignty
effort to reclaim food as a basic human right and
not leave it in the hands of the
hunger industrial complex there is
certainly a defensive climate justice
effort to support food sovereignty